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Figure 1. View of San Bcrjite Cave, Baja California,
looking from the
north. Note pictographs on the cave ceiling and the rock and artifact debris
on the floor; the midden soil has been eroded leaving the lag residue.

REVIEW
CLEMENT W. (1969). Indian Art and History, The Testimony of Prehispanic
Rock Paintings in Baja California. Dawson's Book Shop, Los Angeles. SOp., 12 color pl.,
10 figs., 8 tables, I map, bibliography. ($12.50).

MEIGHAN,

Thirteen exogene caves and their associated rock art located in the rugged interior
mountains of central Baja California form the major focus of this fine little book. These
rockshe1ters are found in the narrow interior canyons in a sandstone conglomerare which
has weathered in horizontal ledges. The pictographs on the ceilings and walls of the caves,
which include life-size paintings of humans and animals, are unique and spectacular.
The two most famous sites are Gardner Cave and San Borjita Cave (Figure 1). Gardner
Cave, named after Erie Stanley Gardner, has been reported on by that author in a popular
work (1962). A limited collection of artifacts described in Meighan's book was obtained
primarily from Gardner Cave. Comparisons with other sites indicate that the artifacts,
Cover Illustration.
Approximate
reproduction of polychrome pictographs in San Borjlte Cave,
near Mulege, Baja California. Drawing shows the north portion of an extensive ceiling panel.
Unfilled

figures are generally

shades of red; the horizontal

are outl ined in white. (Scale approx.

figure

is yellow;

and most figures

50cm.)
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and probably the paintings, arepart of the Comondu archaeological complex associated
with people who were the direct ancestors of the historic Cochimf tribal group of the area.
A radiocarbon date obtained from one of the artifacts places the occupation of Gardner
Cave between A.D. 1352 and 1512.
As the author rightly notes, the paintings and sophisticated artifacts indicate a surprisingly rich and developed culture for an area long considered to have been inhabited
by some of the most primitive peoples of the world.
From the four caves visited by Meighan, excluding San Borjica and those observed
by helicopter, 250 figures were recorded depicting predominately humans, deer, mountain
sheep, rabbits, birds, and fish. Fe,\,.non-representational drawings, such as geometric figures,
were found. About 55% are acrhlopomorphs, 41 % zoomorphs and 4% miscellaneous. At
least 13 and probably as many: as~100or more caves with painnngs are believed to exist in
the 80 x 30km mountain range. Obliterated perroglyphs were found by Meighan also in
Gardner Cave and a panel of dense vulva-form petroglyphs superimposed on pictographs
was noted during my recent visit to San Borjita Cave (For a discussion of vulva-form
petroglyphs. SeePAYEN (1968). Caves and Karst, 10, (4),33-39.)_
Stylistically, the human forms are mostly angular with an emphasis on height and
linearity. Many variations in color arrangement occur, ranging from solid red or black to
vertical bisection having the left side predominately painted black and the right, red; the
whole figure is usually outlined in white. At San Borjita, however, based on my own cbservations, the colors of vertically bisected anrhropomorphs are reversed in more cases
than not. Other variations are head ornaments and vertical stripes. Arms tend to be thin
and universally upraised with absence of face or body details. Meighan found that sex W:J$
never indicated, although at least three anthropomorphs at San Borjita Cave have breasts
extending from. the sides in the distorted pictorial presentation (From Cover). Human
figures occur in tWO size ranges, life-size predominating, and a smaller class. Arrows or
darts are occasionally found in the human and, more often, in the animal figures. Zoomorpbs
are drawn with an Fmphasis on realism and only life-size forms are found.
On the basis of superposition, Meighan believes that two style periods of rock art ate
represented. The later period is characterized by human figures much reduced in size,
checkerboards, and stylized bird figures, suggesting to the author a continuity bur simplification over the previous period. The earlier period, perhaps dating from A.D. 1100·1200,
includes the life-size figures and an absence of birds and checkerboards. However, Meighan's
arguments and data for this breakdown and artistic decline are speculative and not explicit.
An historic period, represented by four painted yellow crosses, can be added to the scheme.
In describing the purpose behind the paintings, Meighan is probably correct in interpreting them as a form of hunting magic, based on the many animals portrayed, the implanted arrows or darts, and superposition of humans over animals. Nevertheless, San
Borjira Cave, with 70 figures of which only four are animals, and with eight or more humans
impaled by arrows or darts, renders a different inter .t'retation, perhaps witchcraft or black
magic as Meighan suggests, or "warfare magic" Gardner and San Borjita caves are found
near the northern and southern regions respectively of Meighan's style range. Petroglypbs
that I found recently near El Coyote south of Mulege (Back Cover) extend this range some
40km south and to the Gulf Coast.
Comparisons with other North American rock paintings bear Out the uniqueness of
this region' with respect to style. The author might have done better to compare also possible interpretations and explanations among the areas, seeking answers to such questions
as the possible influence of shamanism on rock art or the use of rock art in puberty ceremonies (as occurred historically in northern Baja California; cf., RUST, 1906).
Meighan also fails to fully capitalize on the attribute differences between the styles of
Gardner and San Borjira Cave which seem to indicate regional variation within the larger
style area.
46
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The author well demonstrates once again, as among the rock art of the South African
Bushmen and Australian Aborigines, the complexity of pictography among at least some
band-like societies.
The book, a more popular version of an earlier technical article (MEIGHAN, 1966)
is enhanced by 12 color plates and 6 of the 10 figures are in color (unfortunately most lack
a scale). Meighan writes with a clear, concise style which is complemented by the fine
layout and excellent editing. This pioneering effort in Baja California prehistory would be
a welcome addition to the library of layman and technician alike.
Eric W. Ritter
Department of Anthropology
University of California, Davis, CA 95616
References
GARDNER, E. S. (1962). The Hidden Heart of Baja. William Morrow & Co., New York. 256p.
MEIGHAN, C. W." (1966). Prehistoric rock paintings in Baja California. American Antiquity 31
(3),372-392.
RUST, H. N. (1906). A puberty ceremony of the mission Indians. American Anthropologist 8: 28-32.

Petroglyph from EI Coyote, Bahfa Concepci6n, characteristic
style found in caves in the central Baja California mountains. (Scale 25cm.)

of the

Rear Cover Illustration.

New Members
At a recent meeting of the Board of Trustees of Cave Research Associates, the following persons were elected to membership:
PaulL. Broughton, Department of Mineral Resources, Province of Saskatchewan, Regina,
Saskatchewan
Russell S. Harmon, Department of Geochemistry, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania
Franz-Dieter Miotke, Geogeapbisches Instirur, Technisches Universirar, Hannover, West
Germany
We we1coknethese new members and look forward to their participation in the activities
of the organization.

Corrigendum
Volume 13, No.2:

Page 14: Editor's Note:

Final sentence should read: "Contributors 'will receive 10 complimentary copies
issue containing their illustrations."

of

the
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CAVE RESEARCH MEETING
Hamilton, Ontario-October

14-16, 1971

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS
Continued from Volume 13, No.5, p. 44.

HYDRODYNAMIC ASPECTS OF CAVERN DEVELOPMENT
BY FLOODWAfER
by

N. PALMER, Deportment of EarthSciences,State University of New York
Oneonta, New York

ARTHUR

In contrast with the laminar flow and relatively uniform hydraulic gradients assumed to prevail
within most aquifers, the movement of water through a cavernous limestone is generally turbulent,
with strong spatial and temporal changes in gradient. Flow through caves not only has the capacity for
transporting significant amounts of clastic sediment, but, by virtue of its turbulence, responds to channel
geometry in a different manner from laminar flow.
The path of groundwater flow through a cave tends to vary greatly in its hydraulic efficiency, with
scattered constrictions caused by partial choking of passages with breakdown or clastic sediment, or by
differential solution within a heterogeneous geologic setting. A local decrease in effective channel size
results in a loss of flow energy and increases in hydraulic gradient, regardless of whether the flow: is
laminar or turbulent. Under turbulent flow, however, the energy loss is proportional to the square of the
discharge, whereas it is only linearly dependent upon the discharge under laminar flow. Turbulent
floodwater easily impends itself behind passage constrictions in a cave, resulting in short-term rises in
the phreatic zone to 100m or more in some karst areas. The dynamic aspect of this flow has its greatest
effect on cave morphology where groundwater discharge rates undergo large variations, as in a cnve
system fed by sinking streams. Although many cave passages are capable of transmitting peak flow
without a significant rise in water level, perhaps 10% of all caves owe the bulk of their development
to severe flooding resulting from variations in hydraulic efficiency, and most other caves show effects of
this process to a limited extent.
There are major differences between true phreatic flow and the flow associated with periodic flooding: In the phreatic zone, hydraulic gradients are commonly gentle and relatively uniform. Initial development of solution channels is performed by slow-moving, laminar flow with low chemical aggressiveness. When a cave is filled by floodwater, however, the normally unsaturated limestone in [he':
vicinity of passage constrictions is suddenly exposed to turbulent, solutionally aggressive water under
unusually steep hydraulic gradients. Rapid development of diversion passages and blind solution
pockets takes place, with little or no regard for base levels, "water tables," and patterns of base flow.
Cave passages subjected to flooding commonly exhibit the following features: 1) ungraded psssage profiles, 2) spongework, 3) ceiling pockets, 4) large variations in cross-sectional area, even in
zones of uniform solubility,S) extensive and rapid deposition of clastic fill, 6) local maze patterns, and
7) extensive solution along 'exposed joints. Many of these features are used as uncompromising evidence
for phreatic cave development, although they are as readily (and more extensively) produced by
periodic floodwater flow above the normal phreatic zone. Through lack of recognition of the floodwater origin for many such cave features, the origin and history of numerous caves have been
misinterpreted.

FACTORS AFFECTING CAVERN DEVELOPMENT IN
THE GREAT SAVANNAH, WEST VIRGINIA
by

JOHN

M. RUTHERFORD,

JR., West Virgina Association for Cave Studies, Inc.,
911-A Village Drive E., North Brunswick, New Jersey 08902

The Great Savannah is a complex karst terrain located near the boundary between the Appalachian Plateau and the Valley and Ridge physiographic provinces, in the area surrounding Lewisburg
in Greenbrier County, W'est Virginia. Protracted study of the caves developed in this area by the West
Virginia Association for Cave Studies has revealed a complicated etiology of convergent processes
which have played significant roles in cavern development. Five major factors have been recognized
thus far:
1) Joint c~nt~ol:A large num~er of joint sets is present here, probably as a result of a long and
complex g.eolog~chistory, and analysis of cave survey data indicates that many of these joint sets affect
passage onentanons.
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2) Bedding plane control: Interspersed throughout the Greenbrier limestone are layers of chert.
shale, and dolomite wHich give rise to various perching effects ranging from anastomoses to waterfalls
and drops where these more resistant layers have been breached.
3) The "contact": The contact between the Greenbrier limestone and the underlying Maccrady
shale is not conformable, and frequently we found there an incoherent layer of apparently reworked
Maccrady material which is very readily attacked by groundwater.
4) Fault! and thrust planss: These are much more common than has been generally recognized
heretofore aod they give rise to effects based on both bedrock weakness, such as passage cross-sections,
the appearance of breakdown, or passage terminations, and to effects based on bedrock strength, such as
passage floors and ceilings being developed above and below them.
5.) Folded strata:,In conjunction with bedding-plane control, folded strata give rise to interesting
effects ranging from steeply dipping passages to larger scale cavern development along the major srrucrural exes. Frequently these are drag folds running up to fault planes, and room development tends to
occur where these drag folds abut against their fault planes.

SOURCE AREAS AND CLIMATIC EFFECTS IN CARBONATE WATERS
DETERMINED BY SATURATION INDICES AND
CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURES
by EVAN T. SHUSTER & WILLIAM B. WHITE, "" Department of Geosciences,
The PennJylvania State Unioersisy, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
A previous study of 14 carbonate springs in Nittany Valley, central Pennsylvania, showed that the
feeder system for the springs could be characterized as conduit flow-type or diffuse How-typeon the basis
of the variability in water chemistry. This study provides an inrerpreration in terms of source area and
climatic controls. Data for 12 springs were first sorted into tWO populations-e-conduit and diffuse flow
types. Data were then sorted into monthly groups and averaged. Conduit spring waters are always aggressive with respect to both calcite and dolomite with no seasonal trend in evidence. The high variability reflects mostly variation in recharge, short residence time and slow kinetics of equilibration between
water and wall rock. Diffuse spring waters are somewhat aggressive with respect to calcite during the
growing season but become somewhat supersarurared during the winter. Waters from diffuse flow
springs in dolomite exhibit the same pattern while diffuse flow springs in limestone ate always undersaturated with respect to dolomite. The equilibrium carbon dioxide pressures of conduit spring waters
show a regular seasonal trend and become much higher during the growing season than during the
winter. The CO~ content of diffuse flow springs is highly variable and reflects variations of the catchment areas of infiltrating waters as well as seasonal controls.

A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SOLUTE VARIATION DURING FLOODS
IN THE TRALIGILL BASIN, SUTHERLAND, SCOTLAND
by PETER 1. SMART, Department of Geography,University of Alberta, Edmonton}Alberta
The Traligill Basin is composed of a number of hydrogeologic provinces initially divided into
different flow types (surface, through and groundwater flows) and subdivided by host material
(orthoquartzite, carbonate, peat, till and brown earth). These display different chemical characteristics [hat are diagnostic for the identification of the different water sources.
Analysis of a flood pulse for calcium, magnesium and saturated hardness, allowed the time of concentration and period of flow dominance of the various hydrogeologic pray inces to be made. The model
accounted for solute variations observed in other floods,but in several cases superposition of the cycles
was present.
It is concluded that simple chemical measurements can be of use in analysis of flood hydrographs,
but more sophisticated measurements would yield more detailed and less ambiguous information.

ORDOVICIAN KARST AND CAVE DEPOSITS,
NORTHWESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND
by LEIGH SMITH"" & JON A. COLLINS, Department of Geological Sciences,
Queen's University, Kingston} Ontario
Sedimenr-filled solution caves in the upper 120m of the Lower Ordovician St. George formation,
near Daniel's Harbour, Newfoundland are the result of cyclic tectonic movements acting on a regional
carbonate platform.
*Speaker
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The formation consists stratigraphically of lower limestone (30m), dark grey dolomite (1.5··17m)
and cyclic dolomites (60-70rri). The lower limestone was deposited by two cyclically-alternating bank
environments, which produced dolomite interbedded with dolomite-mottled limestone. A shallowerwater environment next produced the fully dolominzed overlying unit. Smaller-scale pulses within d1C
larger tectonic cycle became manifest -in the alternately very shallow marine- and slightly subaerial en
vironmenrs which deposited, and then partially removed, each of the cyclic dolomite units.
The region then entered an erosional phase in which sea level was lowered over 90m relative to the carbonate platform's upper surface. The upper portion of the cyclic dolomites was removed
and' fracture-controlled caves were developed, principally within the lower limestone unit. Adjacent to
these drainage systems, differential solution of the calcareous portion of the mottled interbeds left fin
open, self-supporting dolomite network, in which sphalerite was deposited.
Sea water began to flood the caves when the major tectonic cycle was reversed. The result...
were abundant crystallization of coarse white dolomite over the sphalerite in the open network alld
accumulation of cave-fill deposits. These consist of a mixed spar-cement, iron oxide and sulphide-rich
pisolire and finer detrital dolomite sediment; overlain gradationally by chaotic collapse breccias wirh s
lighter dolomite matrix. The breccias consist of fragments from the overlying dolomite units, and pertly
occur in upward cavern extensions within these units, with fragment size increasing as amounts
decrease.
Marine flooding over the eroded upper surface of the platform caused deposition of the lower
Middle Ordovician Table Head formation, disconformably above the remaining cyclic dolomites.

OXYGEN ISOTOPES OF SPELEOTHEMS AS AN AID TO
PALEOCLIMATIC DETERMINATION IN THE APPALACHIANS
by

~ETERTHOMPSON,

Department of Geology, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario

The application of stable O"/Ow and radioactive isotopes (Th-230/U-234)
studies to obtain
paleoclimatic data is presented. The' ratio O'l/O" in the CaCOJ of speleothems is a measure of the
temperature of deposition and a measure of the isotopic composition of the meteoric water falling above
the caves; both are affected by climate. In order to put the climatic information on a time scale a reliable
dating method must be used. The Th-230/U-234 method which dates events back to approximately
350,000 years has been proved to be a rehable method, making possible in theory the construction of a
paleoclimate curve covering the last 350,000 years, a period of great interest to Pleistocene geologists.
Results from West Virginia show rhar speleothem deposition pre-dates the limit of the thorium
method of dating bur a full paleoclimate curve has not yet been obtained, due to discontinuous speleothem deposition which leaves gaps in the record.
,

SOLUTION OF PIPES BY TURBULENT FLUIDS
by 1. M. L

WIGLEY,

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo,Ontart:o

When water flows through a soluble pipe the rate of solution depends on whether the flow is
laminar or turbulent. Under turbulent conditions the solution rate is determined by the Sherwood
number which is a known function of the .Schmidr and Reynolds numbers of the flow. This functional
relation can be used in ronjuncrion with the diffusion equation to determine the longitudinal distribution of the concentration of dissolved material. In general, [he concentration is found to increase
exponentially towards saturation with a relaxation length which is shown to be almost independent of
the flow velocity and almost directly proportional to the pipe radius. This result contrasts with the
laminar flow case studied by Weyl in which the relaxation length is directly proportional to the velocity
and is proportional to the square of the pipe radius. In a similar manner it is shown that the total rate
of mass lost by solution differs markedly from laminar to turbulent flow bceh in maBnitude and in its
dependence on flow velocity and pipe radius. The magnitude of this difference is calculated in this
paper and some of the consequences to the evolution of caves are discussed. Solution rate is strongly dependent on temperature due to the dependence of the Schmidt and Reynolds numbers on temperature, and to the variations of saturation concentration with temperature. The 'combined effect of
these kinematic and chemical factors is calculated and discussed.
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CLASSIFICATION
by THOMAS

There

E. WOLFE,

is no generally

13, NO,
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OF CAVE SEDIMENTS

Department of Geography, State UniverJity of New York
at Buffalo, EII/falo, New York 14226

accepted

classification

ofcave

sediments.

Various

authors

have grouped

cave

sediments within their personal interests of study. Kukla and Lozek (1958) classified cave sediments
on the basis of source of material found in the caves.They used the terms "autochthonous" (derived
from within the cave) and "allochthonous"
(derived from outside the cave). They also divided the
cave sediments into "entrance facies" and "interior facies," White (1964)
proposed "classic" (includ-

ing autochthonous and allochthonous

fills) and "chemical" deposits. Frank (1965) refers to "rardi-

genic"
(slowly deposited
by infilling
through small cracks)
and "rorrigenic''
(rapidly deposited
through
larger openings).
Link (1966, 1967) proposed a textural
classification using a three endmember triangle of day, silt and sand.
In the broadest sense, all material
found in caves ocher than the host rock in situ can be considered to be "cave sediment."
In this study of fluvial sedirnents, process rather than source, texture or
position
of the deposits is rhe basis of their classification. The following
classification utilizes the
terminology
of previous investigators
with an emphasis on geomorphic
process responsible for deposition in the caves.

A Classification

of Cave Sediments

1. Clastics
A) Grat1itational lith: Products

of weathering and gravarional
transfer
(without a transporting
agent).
1) Infiltrates: Material derived
from outside the cave, This includes entrance detritus, soil,
sinkhole fills, material
which enters the cave via vertical
shafts, joints or faults which
does not show evidence of transport (See erosional fills).
2) Breakdown: Material derived from within the cave. This includes fine weathering detritus,
large blocks and whole sections of ceiling collapse. ("Autochthonous"
fills of Kukla &
& Lozek (1958).

B) Transported lilh: Products

i:

of erosion

which show evidence

of transport

by water, wind or ice.

Fluvial sediment:
Material
which shows evidence of stream transport. This includes all
material derived from within or outside the cave which shows rounding, graded bedding,
a systematic vertical variation
in grain size, or any particle or structural features chararrer.isric of fluvial transport.

2) GJaci,al sedi0ent
3) Aeo!lan se~lment
4) Mar1l1e.sedlfn~nt
5) Lacustrine sediment

(These
are rarely found in most humid temperate, weJldrained, inland karst regions, They are also difficult to
identify where other processes have altered them.

;Il. Chemical deposits (after WHITE, 1964)
A) Carbonates
B) Evaporites
C) iHanganeseand iron hydrates
D) Ice
E) Pl;osphates
III. Organic deposits (not showing evidence of transport)
A) Florat remains
B) Faunal remains
IV. Archeological deposits
A) Evidence oj lJuman presence or activity

References
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FROM THE CURRENT LITERATURE
Edited by

JAMES

F. QUINLAN

KINNEY, EDWARD,,]. DALE NATIONS, et al. (1968). A Study of the Roswell Artcsi<tnBasin.
Roswell Geological Society, Roswell. 32p. (Available for $4.00 from the Society at: P.O. Box 1.171,
Roswell, New Mexico 88201.)
A study-group report on one of the major American artesian karst aquifers. Previous studies have,
been hampered by a lack of reliable information on the subsurface; this one relates the basin's sub.
surface geology to controls on the occurrence and movement of ground-water, and it is illustrated
with new maps and cross sections.
-··-]FQ.
PANOS, VLADIMER, & OTAKAR STELCL (1%8). Physiographic and geologic control in development of Cuban mogotes. Zeitschrift fur Geomorphologie 12 (2): 117-165 (with discussion by
A. Gersrenhauer and by H. Lehmann and reply, p. 165-173.)
A detailed description of tropical karst landforms and a critical evaluation of traditional thought
on its origin. Case-hardening of limestone is shown to be important in the development of resistance
to weathering, and the traditional role of climate in the evolution of tropical karsts is thought rc
have been exaggerated.
~ JFQ
PAYEN, LOUIS A. (1970). A speenhrower (atlatl) from Potter Creek Cave, Shasta County, Celtfornia. Center for Archaeological Research at Davis, Publ. 2: 155-170. (Availability is the same a~:
paper by Beck, cited above.)
Documents the fi-st atlatl found within California and compares it to examples from the Great
Basin. Darts found with the atlad throw doubt upon the widely accepted correlation between small
point-size and existence of the bow in prehistoric cultures.
-PDS
PENDERGAST, DAVID M. (l971).
Excavations at Eduardo Quiroz Cave, British Honduras
(Belize). (With analysis of faunal material by H. G. SAVAGE). Royal Ontario Museum, 11ft Mid
Archaeology, Occasional Paper 21: 123p.
The cave extends more than 600m into a limestone cliff and yielded a large collection of Classic
and Pre-Classic Mayan artifacts and faunal remains in addition to 5 burials. The interior portions vi
the cave were evidently used ceremonially, but the presence of midden at the entrance indicates can"
current occupation. II is suspected that special caretakers resided at the site and collected water from
drippage.
-AI.L
QUINLAN, J. F. (1:170). Central Kentucky Karst. Mediteranee, Etudes et Traueaax, No 7: 235-253.
A concise summary of the stratigraphy, structure, geomorphology, hydrology and practical problems of this most famous American karstland. It IS a subsoil limestone karst and most of the area is a
doline karst. Subsoil karren, geological organs, filled vertical shafts and dry valleys comprise the landscape; underground-s-numerous caverns, including Mammoth Cave and the Flint Ridge cave system,
comprise integrated, low-gradient, branched tunnel systems conducting drainage from defines, vertical
shafts, and sinking creeks toward the major surface river, Hydrological relationships are developed,
and their bearing on problems of water supply and pollution are summarized. The work contains maps
of drainage, topography, Mammorh and Flint Ridge cave systems, and a stratigraphic column. -ALL
SPEED, ROBERT C. (1970). Gravity anomalies from cavities in salt beds - Part I: The surface field.
Symposiflm
on Salt, 1969, Proceedings 2: 367-385. Cleveland (Both volumes available as a set for
$30.00 from: Nonhero Ohio Geological Society, c/o Dr. John F. Hall, Dept. of Geology, Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106.)
Detectability of caverns is a function of cavity depth, diameter, thickness, and ellipticity. Surface
relief provides background that masks the signal from deep cavities. The method is limited to caverns
of large volume and elliptlciry in the horizontal plane, at depths less than about 600m.
-ALL
WHITE, WM. B., R, A. WATSON, E. R. POH1, & R, BRUCKER (1970). The central Kentucky
karst. Geographical Review 60 (1): 85-115.
The geomorphic history and evolution of this karst are here summarized from many individual
studies, in the main resulting from the dedicated field investigations of the Cave Research Foundation.
The past and future evolution of the karst and its extensive underground channels is suggested in three
typical representative cross-sections. The important relationships between stratigraphy and erosional
processes, particularly in their bearing 00 the formation of surface karst features of the Sinkhole Plain
and vertical shafts are brought out well, bur the relationships between underground trunk channels and
base level (Green River ) are left somewhat obscure. The paper is nicely illustrated, and together with
that by Quinlan (See .ibcve ) provides a good introduction to the literature on this most famous American karstlaod.
-ALL
Contributors:
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